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The River Report
Reported and photographed

by Melody Owen

Because my window at the Seed building faced the bridge, I started posting random observations 
of traffic patterns and events on the bridge. I shared these via Facebook starting in 2011. 
Shortly thereafter, I moved my art studio a few blocks away from the Seed Building, where 
I had a perfect view of the Fremont Bridge to the Boathouse Studios, where I could see the 
river from the porch. I continued to post on Facebook about the river, about the animals, 
the ships that came into port, the weather, just random things that occurred. These are 
the complete (unedited) postings of the Fremont Bridge Reports and the River Reports from 
2011 till 2016 when I moved away from Portland. We were right on a line joining industry 
and wildlife. It gave me focus and grounding to observe my natural/unnatural riparian 
environment on a daily basis. I did not know that it would add up to this, but here it is. 

This version was re-assembled and published 2018

Part one: Fremont Bridge Report
Part two: River Report
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The agreement with Time
A preface by Ben Parzybok

It’s like this. The bird’s wing freezes, the churning waves come to a sudden 
standstill, the din recedes to a monotone, repeating its last sound without 
variation, as you’ve frozen it, in the recorded moment.

But the watch never really stops, does it. You may record the moment, but the 
clock runs willy nilly over the top, the brute that it is, a petty soldier in 
service to Time. Again you freeze the frame, and here again it aches to move 
forward, endlessly, without heed to each sparkling bit of magic, the randomness 
congealing into perfect little chaoses.

You wrangle with Time, as if the two of you were hashing out your long troubled 
relationship over a game of cards. She has aces up her sleeve, a limitless 
supply of jokers. She winks at you seductively, assured of her own ever-changing 
charms.

But, you think, cannot we simply scratch out a record for us to share, and by 
doing so settle on some mutual agreement.

Sure you both have other things going on. Time has plenty to keep track of 
and can’t just sit around drinking tea and eating cakes and dealing cards all 
day. And you? Well, for one, you’ve staked out your claim here: This studio 
overlooking the Fremont Bridge. There are two ships docked out front. One named 
SUN RUBY, the other DIAMOND OCEAN. A pretty coincidence.

Time, you think, she won’t stop to take notice of these synchronicities, 
pushing forward as she does with her infinities to worry over. And certainly she 
won’t see them, not each moment for its peculiar bit of perfection. For her, 
everything is in motion and unstoppable. Nor will anyone else in this city, not 
from this specific window, not anyone but you, the vista here abandoned to the 
microscopic pursuit of industry. As a peace offering, a handshake agreement — a 
collaboration, really, between you and Time — you will record it for her, each 
moment the face of a card to play.

29 Below, a tug boat waits diligently. The date is December:
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Fremont Bridge
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fremont bridge report:

car stopped with hood up. truck with flashing light stopped behind him otherwise, 
traffic moving freely in both directions though there is a thick fog and it is dusk.
January 14, 2011 at 5:38 pm

traffic moving freely all day, both directions. very low clouds and persistent rain. 
grey. two ambulances passed over about twenty minutes ago, heading east.
January 15, 2011 at 6:31 pm

strong, high winds. 20 - 30 seagulls circling overhead. dark, sticky clouds in the hills 
but clear overhead. sunday traffic moving along quickly.
January 16, 2011 at 6:04 pm

giant rainbow seems to be making a second arch over bridge. traffic moving freely.
January 17, 2011 at 11:42 am

left lanes on northeast bound level are sluggish. right lane moving along. clouds so low, 
they are on the ground. can’t see the hills at all.
January 18, 2011 at 4:57 pm

clear, darkening sky, lovely shades of dark blue. on top level, westbound, traffic is 
very slow. eastbound is fine.
January 19, 2011 at 6:58 pm

the two giant flags on top of the bridge hang straight down indicating total 
windlessness. traffic moves freely in both directions.
January 20, 2011 at 4:32 pm

seagulls are circling over the bridge again. there is a perfectly grey mist over 
everything. westbound traffic is slow but moving, slowly. eastbound is pretty fine.
January 21, 2011 at 5:26 pm 

the sky just over the tree lined horizon line is turning a purple bruise color. an 
ambulance crossed heading east. its siren echoed on the lower level, where there is now 
slowing. upper level is moving fine till you hit the end of the bridge then it slows.
January 27, 2011 at 6:21 pm

traffic is moving quite rapidly in both directions. there are clouds under other clouds 
in the sky.
January 29, 2011 at 3:41 pm
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fog has given way to rain. this reporter had to close her window. a small water plane 
passed over the bridge and thin line of birds passed over the plane. traffic flowing 
freely.
January 30, 2011 at 5:00 pm

the morning sun is lighting up the bridge. it is practically glowing. the sky is 
bright blue and many cars and trucks speed by in both directions.
February 1, 2011 at 9:01 am

in the last of the sunlight, 2 canadian geese rest on a log floating in the river. 
several more cluster leisurely around a rust colored ship called the pan bright. or 
was it bright pan? overhead, the human traffic is better than it usually is at this 
hour. pink clouds.
February 3, 2011 at 6:20 pm

it is dark now. really, really dark. except, there are pools of light on the bridge. 
all the way across the river. they are coming from very tall lamp posts. the lamp 
posts are taller than semi-trucks. traffic normal.
February 7, 2011 at 9:25 pm

alert ~ westbound traffic is stop and go, mostly stop. eastbound is fine. the sky is 
clear and the moon is bright and the air is cold.
February 8, 2011 at 7:26 pm

a human figure is seen walking on the bridge. he has made it quite far but hasn’t yet 
reached the middle. a car pulls over and another figure gets out and walks towards the 
first. they are on the top level. they meet and stand still for a while...
February 12, 2011 at 3:36 pm

an entire house just crossed the bridge on the back of a semi truck. alongside it 
was a silver double semi truck, round tanks containing milk or oil. i wonder how it 
would look if they crashed into each other. we had rain mixed with snow down here this 
morning. traffic flows freely in both directions.
February 16, 2011 at 11:23 am

there is a strange light on the bridge. kind of an orange, green light. a storm is 
coming. i can see it approach as it consumes the forested hills along the river. it’s 
coming.
February 23, 2011 at 6:31 pm
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giant fluffy snowflakes have given way to blue sky with lingering polar bear-like 
clouds. the cement factory dome below the bridge is looking rather like an igloo. 
traffic flows freely in both directions.
February 24, 2011 at 10:51 am

it is a cold day and a rainy day. a grey, white light. both flags are at half mast. 
traffic flows in both directions.
February 27, 2011 at 5:37 pm

still cold, grey, raining. the flags are back up but i’m not sure why. seems to me, our 
country is experiencing multiple tragedies. traffic is fine.
February 28, 2011 at 3:33 pm

hail 5 minutes ago, now sun breaking through. slowing on the lower level, but not too 
terrible. upper level speeding along fine.
March 3, 2011 at 5:09 pm

it’s still raining. traffic is fine. on a more exciting note, there is a peregrine 
falcon sitting in a tree just outside my window. only 20 feet away from me. it is the 
second time i have seen him/her there so i am hoping it is a new, regular perch.
March 10, 2011 at 11:17 am

saturated with rain, rain, rain. really, too miserable to speak of.
March 13, 2011 at 3:28 pm

though the sky has been covered all day by a thick, gray blanket of clouds, the sun 
has broken through somewhere... so now it is a glowing, thick, gray blanket of clouds. 
traffic is flowing very nicely.
March 16, 2011 at 4:06 pm

i’m sorry to say that traffic is at a dead stop in the left hand lands, eastbound. if you 
are in the right lane you are fine, as always. i wonder what the people are thinking in 
their stopped cars. looking at the view, i suppose.
March 18, 2011 at 5:16 pm

traffic flowing. sun setting on a truly lovely sunny spring evening. dramatic clouds.
March 21, 2011 at 7:19 pm

soft light after the downpour today. maybe 20 seagulls circling overhead. giant pink and 
gray clouds. normal weekend traffic.
March 26, 2011 at 7:33 pm
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the bridge is lit up with dark clouds behind it. i love it when that happens. it pops 
out like a pop up book.
March 28, 2011 at 11:50 am 

really solid gray today. can’t see past the river. rain. bumper to bumper traffic has 
eased up. now is moving fine. it slows up moving in to downtown.
March 29, 2011 at 6:32 pm

for a few minutes, the cars on the other side of the bridge looked like 
glistening beetles, like tiny drops of mercury. traffic moving slow in both 
directions.
March 31, 2011 at 5:02 pm

there is a long, red ribbon fluttering around like crazy in the wind. it seems to be 
stuck by one end underneath the bridge. can’t tell what it is or how it is attached. 
quite windy and some rain.
April 11, 2011 at 1:13 pm

somehow, it is hailing.
April 13, 2011 at 1:50 pm

cold and gray and raining out here still. feels like if you fell in the mud and a big, 
wet bear fell on top of you. traffic moving along fine now.
April 14, 2011 at 6:44 pm

finally, a blue sky. there is a policeman on a motorcycle driving against traffic on 
the lower level... behind him, a long line of runners. hundreds of them. they must have 
their own lane.
April 17, 2011 at 8:57 am

spring has dropped upon portland today as suddenly as a whale falling out of the sky. 
people driving north must drive very slowly. southbound moving fine.
April 22, 2011 at 5:41 pm

at this moment, it is pouring rain AND sunny. don’t be confused.
April 24, 2011 at 5:24 pm

today proves that april is, indeed, the cruelest month.
April 28, 2011 at 3:28 pm 

super lovely blue sky. super sticky traffic. super slow on both levels.
May 4, 2011 at 3:50 pm
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big, bulky clouds fill the sky. pretty warm. traffic moves freely in both directions.
May 6, 2011 at 10:27 am

it’s a cold, white morning. knife-like. the city is shrouded in fog. traffic on the 
bridge is heavy but moving quickly.
May 12, 2011 at 8:17 am

the extreme shift in weather has gone to people’s heads. the air is so warm and the sun 
so bright that many oregonians will bump into each other today. i am riding my bike to 
the hollywood theater now. signing off.
May 12, 2011 at 5:37 pm

a swarm of bees just passed by my window. it was the second time that happened in the 
three years I have been here. this time they did not click against the glass but passed 
very quickly. the sun is delicious today. a good day for 
moving your hive.
May 18, 2011 at 1:51 pm

traffic is flowing. striking orange sunset. blue sky, thin grey clouds, silver lining 
reflecting on wet pavement. “some velvet sidewalk” 
May 23, 2011 at 8:39 pm

one dimly remembers the sun.
May 26, 2011 at 2:13 pm 

a beautiful blue sky morning with ethereal smoke grey clouds smeared in places. 
traffic fine. a heron passed overhead.
May 27, 2011 at 7:44 am 

3 cleaning trucks crossing the lower level of the bridge. one white and two yellow. 
moving slowly with flashing lights as if they are in a funeral 
procession. it is a grey morning.
May 31, 2011 at 8:18 am

meow meow. meow meow meow. meow. 
(guest reporter: lola)
June 14, 2011 at 6:52 pm

the huge sliver of a moon is hanging like a silver hook between the two levels of the 
bridge. the last light is on the horizon and tiny clusters of fireworks sparkle in the 
forested hills. traffic is sparse.
July 3, 2011 at 9:58 pm
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a huge dragonfly sighted. also, a heron sitting on the ship dock, not a studio and a 
half away from myself. achingly blue sky. very little traffic on bridge.
July 4, 2011 at 8:04 pm

the white knight is sliding down the poker. he balances very badly.
July 8, 2011 at 5:40 pm

rare blue sky. major construction on west bound level of bridge. all kinds of funny 
shaped and colored machines and vehicles parked up there. last night it looked like a 
carnival.
July 23, 2011 at 9:16 am

two stacks of crushed cars banded together on the back of a semi just crossed heading 
northeast. gravity is especially strong today.
July 25, 2011 at 2:35 pm

when i left portland’s seed building, it was grey. the kind of grey that becomes 
glistening grey at dusk. and that bridge slithered away from me like a whisper. and 
portland wound up like a golden spring all around me and released.
October 3, 2011 at 8:08pm
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Boathouse with new paint. 2015

Above: Boathouse station with fire boat docked, historical photo circa 1930s
Source: the Oregon Historical Society. 
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My art studio doors (formerly firehouse garage) and my blue bike. 2005

Facing page: The Boathouse when it was a firestation in the 1920s through the 1950s.
Source: framed on boathouse wall.
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The River Street Neighborhood from the Fremont Bridge.

Seed Building
       v

Boathouse
       v 

Broadway Bridge
Grain Mill
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Glacier Cement

Centennial Mills

Pearl District

Fremont Bridge ->
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River Reports:

2011 

December 29
the pan dynamic just sounded its horn to indicate departure, 2 deep loud tones that 
sounded rather like a sea-moose. much of the crew is in the back section pulling up rope. 
two hard hatted men stand at the end of the pier in the rain, watching. the willamette 
shaver tug boat waits diligently nearby.

2012 

January 22
the river is very high. “swollen” as b frayn masters said. it is moving very quickly. 
trees and other assorted debris pass with avian riders. 

January 23
dark and cold. i am not in it. no ships.

January 26
still high and dark. i dreamed i fell in last night and eventually crawled out downriver 
into a forested area with a bookshelf for passersby. the ducks are hanging around 
outside. no ships.

January 27
the sun is shining in all its stormy, magnetic splendor. the river is sparkling. 
no ships.

February 1
another beautiful summer day. no ships. 

February 21
two ships docked out front. one named SUN RUBY, the other DIAMOND OCEAN. a pretty 
coincidence.

February 24
the SUN RUBY sailed this morning, just after dawn. glowing in the early sunlight, it 
inscribed a perfect circle in the middle of the river and headed out to sea.

May 6
last night there was a super moon. I saw a string of little fire balloons 
released from the west hills, one by one, slowly rising. matt saw a coyote outside the 
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boathouse. the BLACK FOREST has left port. today the sun was out and, at dusk, i watched 
swallows swoop and dart around over the river and the lot out front. 

May 26
a rare bout of lightning last night. animals were frightened. the ship from panama 
remains.

May 29
several tons of cotton wood fluff swirling around in the air like snowflakes gone mad. 
sun. the ship from panama still docked. 

a big chunk of the sky fell down in sheets. part of it got in under the front door of the 
boat house. puddles. 

May 1
dark bright gray clouds. a hawk with black and white head sits on small, slightly bending 
tree.

June 11
a fleet of ships will pass in a few minutes. 

June 16
sun. the steam whistle of the sternwheeler has such soft edges. name of ship at port 
DIKLO ZADAR.

June 30
PORT PHILLIP is in boathouse bay. the river was high. silver mercury in the sky and 
draining into a mirror surface.

two hawks spotted. they flew directly overhead, showing an array of gray and white 
markings under their wide spread wings. 

July 5
those hawks were ospreys.

August 4
bird flew in the window today. caught it twice and let it out. 

August 12
sunny. osprey spotted sitting on rope that ties the ship to shore.
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September 2
old man heron on the dock.

boat house bay is right smack in the middle of the migration route for 
canadian geese. 

fyi portland: centennial mills is falling into the river. 

September 7
the airstream from grimm now parked right outside my studio. maybe i should break in and 
steal a magic potion that will turn me into a cat.
 
September 14
there is a big boat with a crane cleaning up the centennial mills building... which is 
falling into the river.

September 17
2 hawks circling grain mills.

perfect weather. pretty blue sailboat with white sail.

perfect dusk. the white noise of traffic from the fremont bridge. 

September 20
finally, a crisp white mist fills the air. the comforting wrapping of fall. 

September 21
SILVER LAKE in port. just now being tied to dock via tugboat.
the morning also, is silver.

September 23
8 hang gliders with motors attached to their backs just buzz-glided down the river. 
some flew high, some dipped near water. 

October 1
dawn. a pale white and full moon lingers in the blue sky of morning, hanging like a 
lantern above the fremont bridge.

October 2
first cold day. clouds. a red canoe with white oars and two rowers comes close to shore. 
already missing the summer gold. 
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October 3
a chilly morning but more golden light, tiny bits reflecting from the windows of the 
houses in the forest hills. lucky us. 

update. it’s windy as heck out there.

October 5
water level extremely low. we have a rocky beach now which will disappear as the water 
rises. still perfect temperature.

October 7
still sunny. spotted two blue, needle-thin dragonflies. the voices of canadian geese 
mingle with the whine of freight trains. 

October 8
last night, at perfect dusk, the water was liquid mirror until the wind picked up and 
rippled it.

a fish continuously throws himself out of the water, enjoying the air and the insects. 

October 10
this morning, fremont bridge enveloped by fog. 4 black crows on an evergreen. ship in 
port CAPE MOR... can’t see the rest.

October 12
the first rain of the season falls on my birthday and it falls hard. 

October 13
the wind smells clean and fresh after the rain. the ship is the CAPE MORETON.

October 19
2 days ago, a giant amorphous flock of seagulls. 1 day ago, a small murder of crows. 
today, 3 blue jays and a white moth.

October 20
cold and rain. some kind of incredible steam train passes by under a huge cloud of steam 
and an airy high pitch whistle.

PORT PEGASUS in port AND a double rainbow.

October 21
a break in the rain. a yellow heart scoots across the wet pavement. 
then, i see it is a leaf.
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a young man had a car with a personalized license plate that said “mindful”. he tried to 
steal rebar from the yard.

October 24
cold. clouds are dark and wet looking. TWIN DRAGON in port. 5V says 80 percent chance 
of rain. 

October 25
5V says there were 3 crows on the tree where the eagle sat before and bent down the 
branch. cold. 

the TWIN DRAGON and the PORT PEGASUS moved very close together today. i wonder if they 
will touch by morning.

October 27
wild, warm winds before a storm and fireworks down river a ways. the final boom rolls 
like a thunder ball and echoes 3 times. 

October 29
a young bald eagle flew overhead and spent a lot of time on the grain mill. stay safe 
out there, my new york city friends. 

October 31
still rain. a group of geese floats by, motionless, almost like pretend geese.
thankfully, yellow obstruction removed. 

November 7
no ships. sudden burst of sunshine and blue sky. just for this moment.

November 9
2 eagles flying together passed overhead last evening. river water is silvery and 
lake-like now. sky is white. 

November 10
the fire boat just passed. i wonder if it misses its old home. first real chill this 
morning. white clouds. 

November 14
the giant ship SOFIA R is docked with all her lights ablaze and floating high in the 
water. a mild night. the ship hums. 

November 15
stunning dawn. a pink mist over the river. blue sky.
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November 17
heavy rain. grey world. coffee and a piece of pie. 

November 29
the people who live under the overpass have a new grey tiger cat. its name is tillamook. 
they call it tilly for short.

December 5
spotted a colorful object mid-river amidst usual tree debris. checked with binoculars 
and it was a striped beach ball.

December 6
the broadway bridge is open. there is a stomping giant drill somewhere. 
it sounds like a pacing giant.

December 10
a bright morning. local small bird are playful. HARMONY STAR is in port, from panama. 
it is several stories high.

December 11
the christmas boat parade is passing now.

December 14
a very sudden hail on the tin roof next door. i thought it was rain at first. sadness. 
love. 

December 16
it must be a shift change at the grain mill because i keep hearing tires on wet 
pavement. now, a large truck passes. damnation

dark, hard rain. be careful driving. did i tell you about the two white wolf dogs that 
ran down to the yard the other day?

December 17
just heard the low tone alert of the HARMONY STAR leaving port. the orange men are 
shuffling off to untie the giant ropes. 

HARMONY STAR is out on the river with help from a deschutes tugboat. she is low in the 
water, full of grain. sun breaks thru 

December 21
after dreaming for 2 days and 3 nights, i awoke to find the ANGY R in port. 
did they mix up the letters? 
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December 22
bald eagle just did several circles overhead as i stood out on the porch. 
the neighbors have nicknamed him “baldy”.

the ANGY R is leaving port. the whistle has blown and the tug is pressed tight against 
it. high winds.

December 27
cold. the giant rusty red DARYA MAHESH from hong kong in port.
 
2013 

January 8
cold and dark. the MOUNT RAINIER is in port, very low in the water. possibly, carrying 
cement. multiple eagle sightings lately.

January 9
grey. light rain. POS AMAZONIA from monrovia is in port. traffic is audible. 

January 11
at 2:30 am, the fog was thicker than soup. the ship lights, like fairies in the grey. 
the city and river completely obscured.

the very last beams of sunlight direct from the sun. blue sky. the ship makes a loud 
metallic roar like a dragon. remember?

January 18
bitterly bright blue, cold and beautiful. the STX AMBER (majuro) is in port. the tug is 
still fidgeting with it. 

just heard the STX AMBER sound its horn. could it be that the ship is leaving already? 
we just watched it arrive yesterday.

January 19
thick, deep fog. branches lined with frost. an extremely tall ship, D’AMICO is in port. 
it flies an American flag. 

correction. tall ship in port is called MEDI GENOVA from panama. it seems to have two 
names. fog is clearing for sun.

it’s sherlock holmes weather out there, make no mistake. cold dusk fog. not advisable to 
take the sailboat out this evening.
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January 22
a huge shooting star, or something burning up in the earth’s atmosphere. i was in the 
middle of a wish so i started a new one.

January 25
the charming, incessant #thebugle podcast episode ends and i can hear the rain on the 
tin roof outside, and a train 

January 30
cold and white weather. MYNIKA is in port. it is giant and white and features blue wave 
graphics on its tower.

January 31
the sun is out this morning. the birds are happy and singing their sweet, little songs. 
the men are walking out on the deck.

clouds of grain dust illuminated in the ship lights. the black tree branch silhouettes 
spidery out.

February 2
the bike maker downstairs spotted a viking ship in the river until we realized it was 
merely driftwood. kerfuffle with crane. 

February 4
MYNIKO is right up to our dock. the ship workers waved at me and did a thumbs up for 
Ukiah (boat house dog). i waved back.

correction : MYNIKA

a ziegevolk visited the boat house yesterday. portland reality and grimm reality 
overlap. 

February 5
the rain has come. time for the “friendly sailors” to take cover in the tower of the 
great white ship called MYNIKA.

February 7
the dark before the dawn. the moon is the thinnest imaginable sliver, as if its light is 
peeking from underneath black sky.

February 9
cold grey dawn. GLOBAL ECHO in port. no river report next ten days. 
see you on the flip side. 
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February 20
MOONLIGHT SERENADE from Monrovia and GOLDEN RIVER in port. rain. the air is 
beautifully grimm. 

February 22
after a crushing rain, the worms have come out. and now GRIMM really is in the air. in 
fact they are right across the street.

February 24
MOONLIGHT SERENADE is gone. just before it left, i believe i heard it scraping 
against the bottom of the river, it was so low.

February 25
a full moon on river street tonight. a few clear stars. today, witnessed an altercation 
between a bald eagle and two seagulls.

February 27
DIKLO (ZADAR) in port. also, another ship whose name is obscured. ukiah does not 
approve of the nameless ship and barks at it.

March 2
both ships are gone. a tiny little grey tugboat tugged by the boat house this morning. 
man inside viewed us with binoculars.

warm rain makes one reminisce about warm sun just around the corner. jam yesterday and 
jam tomorrow. so, jam every other day.

March 4
sun. the small birds are back and looking for places to nest. some seem to have 
targeted the garden shelves for real estate.

March 5
a giant, grey ship named ARMERIA from PANAMA in port. yesterday, black cormorants 
sunned while drifting. today is rain.

March 7
ARMERIA just left port. it looked like a giant wall floating off. the water is black. 

March 8
when i bicycle past flocks of canadian geese grazing at the side of the road, i like 
to greet them in french. “bonjour” i yell.

heard a hummingbird. found it, upon visual search, at the very tip
top of a bare tree. sunshine. glitter. screeching spring.
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March 13
NEW FRONTIER in port and it is one. it really is.

March 15
a man in an orange suit takes photos from the deck of the NEW FRONTIER. a gang of 3 
blue jays harass the local tiny birds.

March 19
ORIENT HOPE is in port. your faithful reporter is very far under the weather this week. 
very far under. keeping up hope.

just now spotted a huge sea lion swimming right in the middle of the river. wonderful! 

March 20
bald eagle flying low and hail. intermittent downpours all day. “the day of the eagle” 
just heard a neighbor shout.

March 22
FEDERAL TAMBO in port. sun breaking through. hopeful.

March 26
moon close to full. across the river, the train slices through headlights. a thick grain 
haze in the air. screeching tracks.

March 27
ORIENT HOPE was pushed away tonight by a couple of tugboats. they spun it around 
first. a perfect sunset. warm air. pink.

March 28
a ladybug took a rest on my hand. it walked over to my knuckle, and took off, flying 
northwest. 

March 29
FEDERAL TAMBO just left port. one loud low whistle at dawn to call tugs and one 
whistle when it was released on its own power.

March 31
temperatures in the 70s. black cormorants dry themselves in the sun, flapping their 
wings, perching on pylons from yesteryear. 

the birds are making good sounds today.
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April 1
bird fight! 3 finches chasing around. ended with 2 of them doing quick, tight battle 
circles around each other in the air. 

cement factory makes strange sounds: broken, whirring sounds. the sounds slow down and 
stop. the sun continues to tease.

April 3
a ship called OAKLAND is in port. some sun and some melancholia. temperatures are 
dropping again.

April 5
dark clouds overhead, moving quickly. CAPE NELSON is in port from hong kong, flying 2 
red flags. 4 wheelers lifted by crane. 

OAKLAND leaving port in the rain. 2 men drive up in trucks to untie the ropes from the 
dock. the low tone of goodbye.

April 6
CAPE NELSON is gone. it made its long sound and left.

April 8
commotion on the fremont bridge. visitor to river street reported seeing an empty car on 
the bridge, surrounded by police. 

April 12
the AQUITANIA left yesterday. quickly replaced this morning with a giant ship whose name 
has letters not on this keyboard.

just spotted the sea lion again!

April 15
GRIMM shoot, right out front of the boathouse. this episode on tv next week.
 
April 16
last night the EMMANUEL C shipped out at dusk. in last light,
turning full circle and moving out. later waves lapped the shore

April 18
4 or 5 goslings, swimming in a line between their parents. both docks are without ships. 
warm and white weather. fishing boats 
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April 23
5V spots man standing on water and rowing with sticks. warm sun today and all week. at 
dusk, fishing boat with 3 men, clear. 

April 25
OCEANIC HAWK is in port. i love sunny days.

April 30
ENGLISH BAY in port. rope was briefly stuck in the anchor while docking. remedied by 
sailors in white, blue and orange suits. 

May 2
sunny morning. hawk spotted on ship mooring rope, preening its feathers. yesterday, 
same hawk seen eating pigeon on dock.

most adorable boat sized stern wheeler ever, paddled by the boat house yesterday. tiny 
with an inhabited hammock on the bow. 

May 5
bright sun. two red hooks hang over ENGLISH BAY. dragonfly buzzed between us. smooth 
blue jay visited porch, removed seeds.

the sailors on the ENGLISH BAY are yelling affirmations at each other in their 
preparations for leaving. they are pulling out. 

it is dusk and the temperature is 81 degrees. unusual for may? the ENGLISH BAY pulled 
up its squeaky rope and now drifts out.

May 8
first grey-ish morning in a while. though, even now, one can sense the blue behind the 
grey. active, tiny red headed birds. 

May 11
birds are making quite a racket. strangely warm lately. seed pods are bursting on the 
cottonwood tree.

May 12
warm rain. the river is swollen. today, i walked across a parking lot with a baby bird 
on my finger, delivered it to its mom. 

May 13
spring downpour knocking flower petals out of trees. jay is perched
on some piles of iron. high winds. choppy waters.
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May 15
this grey morning, watched a heron cross the span of the river toward our bay, the tips 
of its long wings tap the surface.

May 16
a crushing downpour turned the yard into a mini-venice for a time. i tip-toed through 
gushing water over to worky’s studio.

May 17
amazing light this evening. the K.OPAL from panama in port. stunning light.

May 19
the goslings, a little bit older now, are feeding with their parents in the grass near 
the grain mill. cold. cloudy.

May 22
your faithful reporter now emerges from 2 days of violent, bedridden illness to find the 
world a terribly cold, dreary place. 

May 23
there are so many raindrops and they are so gigantic.

May 26
a break in the clouds. the cottonwood is snowing. a centipede was caught in my ikea lamp 
and died, scrambling to get out. 

June 1
blue speedboat darts by, full of neon colored tourists, on its daily rounds. purple 
flowers are opening on the ivy. 70 degrees

June 4
85 degrees. the river is literally glittering. (say that ten times fast) also, a needle 
thin dragonfly on matt’s yucca plant.

June 6
small bird landed 18 inches away from me and drank water from a silver bowl, much to the 
amazement of everyone present.

June 8
DIAMOND HARBOUR in port. a large, beeping, blue crane drives casually by. 
first wasp of the season caught in bathroom 
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June 10
the anchor on the DIAMOND HARBOUR clings to the hull like a rusty beetle. clouds 
creeping in, and a chill.

June 11
a fleet of ships will pass in a few minutes. 

June 12
tangible, low hanging, dark clouds have just released into a million little kisses, 
cloud upon river.

June 15
a night. and it’s warm. the train has mercifully stopped screeching, like fingernails 
on a several mile long chalk board.

June 16
sun. the steam whistle of the sternwheeler has such soft edges. name of ship at port 
DIKLO ZADAR.

June 17
storm clouds gathering. eagle or hawk catches pockets of stillness in the wind to 
circle and hover above the grain mill. 

June 22
DARYA LOK from hong kong in port. it is gigantic and towers over boat house. so high, 
top of propeller is visible in water.

a second ship, the PORT ALICE is in port. a beautiful saturday. people water ski in 
the willamette and speedboats.

June 24
grey sky. grey cat with crooked tail and limp just crept under glacier cement factory 
fence. i will call him glacier.

June 29
90 degrees. the fish are literally jumping. new ship in port. all orange. hot.

July 1
PORT ALICE is underway, leaving port. the sneaky tug. the horn blast. yesterday, it 
was 98 degrees when i checked. 90 now.
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July 2
90 degrees. evening. new black ship in port. it is tucked behind a dock so i can only 
make out part of the name: GLOB.

July 3
back in the low 80s. still hot. dragonfly. osprey. flags at half mast. 

heron on the dock, preening its feathers in the sun.

July 5
wasp with terrifyingly long, dissected body makes its home in the legs of the boat house 
porch chair. young hawk in pine.

July 11
gigantic red STX BEGONIA is in port. watched her come in a couple days ago as the 
sailors aboard watched the city approach.

July 17
after midnight. rat guards clank against hull of ship in port. windy. branches blow and 
cut the light into leaf sized pieces.

MAIPO RIVER docked at glacier cement.

July 21
overcast. 70 degrees. swimmers going down the middle of the river, each accompanied by 
its own kayak. bright orange swim caps.

July 23
a.m. canadian goose party in the grain mill yard. a few waddle into the parking lot and 
the whole party joins. goose parade.

July 24
two hummingbirds battle over the butterfly bush growing on the other side of the fence. 
log floats like giant alligator. moon.

July 28
just witnessed breathtaking bat ballet. two whipped around in tight circles, then 
through arches. they whipped by me in a flash. 

July 30
a helicopter with a weird ball on the end of it hovers overhead. nice to have the geese 
around. i didn’t know i missed them.
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August 1
comforting and cool veil of mist over the boat house and environs this morning. tiny 
raindrops.

August 5
MATAKANA ISLAND in port. orange lilies in full bloom. passed 90 degrees today. now dusk 
is edging off around the corners. 

August 8
osprey flies overhead. catfish in its claws. fish maybe thinking: i’m flying! i can see 
the whole world! wait i can’t breathe. 

August 9
dark storm clouds. warm. vocal groups of geese passing by. earlier a dragonfly passed 
back and forth in front of me.

August 10
PORT BOTANY just left after a short visit at glacier. INDIGO FELICITY still in port. 
work says; name sounds like teen tv show.

August 16
ROSALIA D’AMATO, captured by pirates in 2011, now in port!

new boat house hummingbird feeder has visitors since the day it went up. they are bold 
and pretty. heart: 1260 beats a minute.

August 27
the rain returns; comforting and saddening, mockingly and maddening. a giant ship sneaks 
away at dawn.

August 28
a hot day. thin, crackly clouds that turn into pink dragons and angels when they come 
close to the sun, then a rainbow ring.

August 29
rain. thunder. AQUITANIA left port and is replaced by the ASIAN TRIUMPH. two men in a 
tug stand with hands in pockets.

August 30
hot. cricket jumped up onto the porch. new boat house passion flower vines were nearly 
blown away yesterday in the crazy wind. 
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the ASIAN TRIUMPH is leaving right this second. its machines are spinning. it blew its 
horn and black smoke from the chimney. 

September 1
MARBELLA in port. also, the DARLING RIVER which is emitting a sparkling cascade of 
bilge water from its bow.

the centipedes in my studio are getting bolder.

September 3
broadway bridge just went up to allow the GLOBAL SENTINEL to pass underneath, a giant 
white ship with several life boats.

September 5
rainfall on river street. wind kicks up then showers. a surprise. the baby passionflower 
grew something like a gem from mars. 

September 6
boat house passion flower vine : first flower 

September 7
RUBY SUN gave a very long horn blast ie “ship is about to move from position and the 
captain may be unable to see other boats”

September 9
boathouse bike stolen in old town. outside of backspace. saturday night.

September 10
reporter’s bike stolen. filed many reports on theft. ATLANTIC TRAMP in port, tied 
securely to dock. hot. 90+ degrees. hot. 

September 12
ATLANTIC TRAMP gave 5 short blasts soon after leaving port in glaring sun, an 
expression of doubt, warning boats too close.
 
September 13
BRILLIANT SKY came in as the actual sky darkened last night. now, a cool white morning. 
the sound of sirens echo across water.

September 14
red tailed hawk. the two new vines, franny and zooey, have touched at the top and will 
soon begin to intertwine. sun breaking.
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September 17
the BRILLIANT SKY just rolled away, a rusty orange moving silently through a grey layer 
of sky and a grey layer of water.

i saw the osprey circle overhead and worried for my hummingbird friend, before realizing 
that he would make too light a snack. 

September 20
2 crows had a fight about something round. a boat passed with a very tiny house on it. a 
light rain on 5V’s tin roof. 

September 21
a sudden intense downpour startled everyone and drove indoors a pirate man with the eye 
patch who was gardening in the yard.

September 22
(hollywood report) when the doors opened on the small copper elevator, i joined DAVE 
FOLEY for an awkward but thrilling three floor descent.
 
September 23
(venice beach report) sandpipers alternately chase and run from ocean waves. purple edge 
on water/sky at dusk. venus burns like a diamond.

September 26
(union station report) young man with a kitten balanced on his baseball hat, kisses a 
woman. the kitten leans forward and licks her forehead.

September 27
56 degrees by 5V’s shop thermometer. rain. strong winds. a kind of swirling sorrow that 
catches hold. seagulls.

September 28
LOUISE BULKER and JERVIS BAY at port. whistling winds and rain storm. drenched 
hummingbird sits on wildly swinging feeder.

the storm has calmed a bit. white balloon floating in the grey water near the JERVIS 
BAY. who knows where it blew in from. 

October 4
just after dawn. white cloud cover. 2 sailors in white body suits and helmets, pressure 
wash the deck on the ship out front.
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October 5
momentous day at river street! the first boat house foster kitten has arrived. a sweet 
and tiny silver tabby with a cold. 

October 8
the BULK HONDURAS has a lovely blue chimney stack. 2 hummers fought over the feeder 
today. a tiny silver tiger sneezed.

October 12
giant TRINA OLDENDORFF stayed in port for only one night. first sighting of a skunk in 
the area. also, unidentified bird. 

October 15
TRINA OLDENDORFF is back in port after a 2 day mystery jaunt. 3 hummingbirds are 
battling over the feeder. a beautiful day. 

October 16
a sweetly sunny morning. old man heron is at his post, standing on one leg like a grey 
petaled tropical flower.

October 20
sticky white fog obscures other shore. matt’s yucca plant is making white flowers. 
october bloom. ladybugs hibernate on porch. 

October 28
bright sun and wind. hummingbirds fighting and zipping all over porch, even chasing away 
bees who visit feeder. so protective. 

(fremont bridge report) at least two lanes at complete standstill on top level. an 
ambulance. the black ship AZIZI passed under an hour ago.

October 30
(fremont bridge report) major accident on the bridge right now! i count 4 firetrucks and 
1 ambulance. people out of cars and looking at view. 

November 3
rainiest september on record, followed by sunniest october i can remember. (hello, 
climate change.) what now, november?
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November 5
OPAL STREAM in port. slate grey paint. giant red K on tower, Wes Anderson style. dock 
poles revealed to be at “rakish” angle.

November 6
a gnarled tree chunk floats down the middle of the river, a couple of ducks napping on 
it. hello, cold grey. you were hiding.

November 7
torrential downpour, like the river pulled itself up and threw itself down again on 
portland. bikers/walkers will be soaked.

November 11
sunny, breezy day. JERICHO BEACH and GLOBAL FORWARD in port. one of them just 
blasted their horn at least 6 times.

November 15
red tailed hawk on slightly bending tree.

November 17
on same day that foster kitten “jericho” returned to OHS, JERICHO BEACH shipped out. i 
watched its letters turn to distance.

November 21
PAIWAN WISDOM in port. last bit of sun just slipped behind the trees. i wanted to eat 
it.

November 24
LOWLANDS SKY in port. a stunning, sunny day. fingers crossed for little “jericho” 
still sick in ICU. hoping he recovers. 

November 28
thankful for all our living bird neighbors: heron, hawks, osprey, seagulls, crows, 
pigeons, hummingbirds and misc songbirds.

November 30
DAYDREAM BELIEVER in port... seriously. light box feeling day. hearing rumors of a 
cold snap approaching. geese are peaceful.

December 4
tonight, the crescent moon sets like a sliver of lighted ice melting into the forest 
horizon of the west hills.
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KEN TOKU in port. giant red hash tag mark on tower. hummingbird sat on dead flower stem 
and stared at me for a long time.

December 6
snow at the boat house. white, swirling snow. thawing out the frozen 
hummingbird feeder by the space heater.

December 7
if could explain to hummingbird: there is plenty of sugar water in the feeder and more. 
why waste energy chasing others away?

December 8
bright sun. bright cold. frozen pipes thawed. KEN TOKU ready to go, signaling with long 
horn blasts.

December 8
goodbye KEN TOKU, ship full of grain. goodbye giant red hash tag. hash tag goodbye. 
#goodbye 

December 17
STAR LIFE slid into port yesterday as the fog clamored around her and us and me. 
temperature back in the 30s and rising.

christmas boats passed. circled out front for a while. decorated with lights in shapes: 
bluewhale.fremontbridge.firetruck.xmas

December 21
HANJIN MARUGAME out. today i thought about poetry and just then, a heron glided all 
the way across the river to the west bank.

December 22
PACIFIC CALM floated in quietly last night amidst the christmas boat parade. 
3 hummingbirds here today. striking beauties. 

December 27
FLEX SHINE in port. Jericho, fire cat foster 2 update: his appetite finally 
improved and he is adopted. 

2014 

January 2
neglected to report a flock of cormorants last week. sea crows. splashing the water with 
the tips of their wings. sun. cold. 
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January 3
just had visit from man who once built a boat in what is now my studio. he drew lines on 
the walls but they were painted over.

January 10
DENSA FALCON in port and lit up like a giant birthday cake. very windy at the river. 
dark, and the usual hummmm of everything. 

January 13
a hummingbird shoots up into the air and dive bombs bluebird by the cement factory 
fence. must be where the nest is. protect.

January 14
NORD SAVANNAH in port. blue giant with neon orange accents. foggy again. 
seems like more fog than rain this year.

January 15
surprised to see old man heron on the dock at night. he stretched his neck out long and 
relaxed, almost like it was day.

January 16
KAPETAN TRADER lll in port. it is huge. old man heron still out on the dock. maybe 
spent the night out there. white sky.

January 17
last night, the coast guard boat lingered out front for hours. the soldier kept one hand 
on the mounted gun at all times. fog.

January 21
sunshine. someone playing a saxophone. it smelled of cooked food. then night sliced the 
day open like a moldy cantaloupe.

January 24
WESTERN MAPLE in port. another sunny morning in january. yesterday, a cold, east wind. 
today, yet to unfold.

thought i saw the milky way tonight but it was only smoke from the WESTERN MAPLE. 5 
white birds drifting in circles high up.

January 27
ARMERIA in port. spotted a tiny male ruby crowned kinglet. even saw the flash of its 
iridescent red crown. a rare sight. 
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Centennial Mills . across and underneath
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January 29
after days and days of confusing january sunshine, portland has its rain back.

February 1
PACIFIC HARMONY in port. green smokestack with very serif-y S. ducks and geese float 
together. lovely sun, just setting now. 

February 3
GLOBAL ECHO in port. in port. also, rain mixed with snow. yes, snow. 
the geese look puzzled.

February 5
STX AMBER in port. green tidewater barges crisscross. cold snap.
high winds. bright sunshine makes the edge of seagulls glow.

February 6
20 degrees. a snowstorm. wind so strong, it scrapes the spirits out of the street and 
makes them spin and shriek. take care.

February 7
snow plow on the interstate overpass. we put half an orange outside for the hummingbird, 
like they do in japan. white snow. 

February 8
still snowing. a small flock of american robins visiting the boat house yard, drinking 
water from a heated manhole cover. 

February 8
flock of cedar waxwing has joined the robins. all sit quietly in trees like an expectant 
audience awaiting a string quartet. 

water is dark grey. strongest light comes from snow. ice falls from the sky in millions 
of tiny clicks. migrating birds gone.

February 11
most of the snow has melted. tug is here to take the bright orange STX AMBER back to 
the ocean. grey portland weather quilt.

February 13
MAPLE STAR in port. tiny yellow tug pushes 3 large mounds of gravel on a barge. water 
high. weather warming.
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February 14
i dreamed i caught a slow flying bird and it changed into a kitten in my hands. can i 
keep it? 

February 15
brown water. sticks and tree chunks float by. SUPER ADVENTURE surprised me this morning 
by suddenly appearing outside. rain.

current so strong that geese float by sideways.

February 16
river report: last night, gale winds so strong that water pushed through the walls. bird 
feeder blew away. found on other side of building.

February 18
river report: 100 or so lesser scaup floated peacefully near the SUPER ADVENTURE this 
afternoon. rain. bright, bright stars tonight. 

February 23
just witnessed black cat chasing skunk across yard. 
the reverse of pepe le pew.

February 24
giant grey ship PACIFIC CAREER just tied up to dock in the rain. while TIMARU STAR 
lowers tractors into hull via crane.

February 25
bird just flew in studio. at first it was afraid but when we calmed down and 
i showed it the window, it chose to stay a while. 

February 27
the PACIFIC CAREER is taking off. low in the water, its belly full of grain. came in 
high. goes out low. rain.cold. deadlines. 

the ship left silently, followed by fighting seagulls. it recalled
to my mind a sentence: we move as grey stones might, if grey
stones moved.

March 1
the giant light-bulbed hull of the LYCAVITOS from bridgetown embraced by the silhouettes 
of bare and upraised branches. trees in winter.
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at first glance, it is a swan floating near the bank. on second, a chunk of foam.

March 7
AZUR in port. spring begins. green shoots. water is at highest level i have seen all 
year.

March 12
2 sparrows passed through for a day, first ones to eat the suet i left in the planter. 
now other birds also snack there.

last night, the PUGET SOUND ship appeared to have sunshine bursting from its cargo hold. 
OCEAN MELODY in port.

March 14
strange man frantically climbs fence to get into boat house yard. i hear him grunt right 
outside my studio window. police were close behind, standing at gate when i look outside. 
i let them in. the man disappears. police look but cannot find him. they call him 
houdini. about 10 minutes later, fire boats rush to our shore.

2 boats and 2 water motorcycles. sirens and all lights flashing. the motorcycles disappear 
behind the ship, OCEAN MELODY. minutes later, they emerge, pulling the man from the 
water and rushing off, giving him cpr in the boat as they go. 

March 17
a boat with a sign that says SURVEY has been passing back and forth out front all day. 
rain, then bright. cold. no ships.

Houdini sleeps.

March 20
discovered ant nest in the dream machine clock radio. when i moved their new heated 
condo, they swarmed. spring begins.

April 1
INLAND SEA in port. i thought it was EMPIRE at first. it wouldn’t surprise me. rain 
lately. rain around us, in drops. 

April 8
CELESTE in port. medium sized dead fish dropped outside our front door by some kind of 
predator bird. no eyes. sunshine. ants.
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April 9
dead fish still present out front. flipped over during the night so that one remaining 
eye now stares up into the sky. 

April 11
feeling so grateful to be here. thank you, river. thank you, portland.

April 14
day of night of blood moon, 1 of 4. eagle picks up fish from water. passionflower vine 
reawakening. moonflower vine emerging. 

the night is chewing on the moon’s face. i am watching from my window.

April 18
i believe that at least one goose just landed on the boat house roof.

finches in courtship mode. observed male displaying a bouquet of bright green leaves and 
pretty chirps, danced on pipes above. 

April 19
KITTEN ALERT. agreed to foster a mother cat with 4 kittens. picking them up from the OHS 
today. cuteness to follow.

April 21
GLOBAL GARNET just sailed into port at the grain mill. spotters on deck, sporting black 
rain gear and walkie talkies.

May 1
there is a truck drill in grain yard. 3 men operate. right over the spot where 2 days 
ago, i saw 4 goslings. suddenly, 80°F. 

May 2
greeted by a big bumblebee on the porch this morning. (s)he was exploring. more beautiful 
weather for us. men still drill yard.

May 3
a room full of sneezing kittens.

May 16
GLOVIS MERMAID in port. spring unfolds. opera glasses purchased at estate sale will 
become river binoculars. light blue travel
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May 18
thunderstorms. rain. the kittens are killing me with sweetness. nick cave and tiny opera 
glasses. secret blue crush.

May 20
after some delay, the GLOVIS MERMAID glode (yes, glode) away through warm and 
glittering time, as perfect as a fitted glove.

soon after the mermaid swam off, BASIC OCEAN sailed in. i saw one of the sailors in the 
bow, point at me. i waved. they waved.

May 21
this morning, counted 25 goslings in the grain mill canada goose yard.

May 27
the pair of mourning doves have become permanent residents. they sit together on the bare 
branch of the greatly leaning tree.

May 28
man dressed as a blimpie hot dog stands in front of the boat house, staring off into the 
distance. after a pause, walks away.

May 30
perfect weather. sun. clear. nice temperature. sparrow flits around the inside of porch, 
eating spiders off the walls.

May 31
city vehicle cavalcade just headed over interstate overpass towards parade route. police 
motorcycle escort. #StarlightParade

July 15
swam in our river today. we saw a salmon jump out in an arc so i decided to go in. it was 
my first time swimming in the city.

July 16
ignoring the deepness and darkness below me in order to see a new view above, and to be 
drenched in the water i love.

this time, geese checked us out while we sat on the rocks and rubble. they came quite 
close but were silent. a heron nearby.
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July 20
neighbor’s tiger lilies are blooming. small wild bees are pollinating tomatoes, rosemary 
and catnip. new bamboo has arrived.

very tiny bees are collecting around the tiny flowers on the cilantro. a bumble bee at 
first boathouse volunteer sunflower.

July 23
rain. the PRIMROSE and ENGLISH BAY in port. a mud wasp has built a nest out of mud, 
high in the corner of the porch.

July 24
the PRIMROSE skulked away in the pouring rain, yesterday. today, they are closing the 
hole in the fence. no more swimming.

July 26
man dressed in white spacesuit (looks like a marshmallow) standing up in the crane of 
ship makes a joke to the sailors below. i couldn’t hear it but he made a circle shape 
with his hands. the sailors below (also dressed like marshmallows) laughed. then he 
climbed up a yellow ladder into the pod of the crane and used it to pull giant white 
bags (also, marshmallow-like) up from the hull.

July 28
quite warm. the bright orange OCEAN ETERNITY will leave soon as it is heavy with 
grain. pigeons flirt on the train tracks.

July 30
just witnessed 2 dragonflies mating on the porch banister. wow! contortionists! CAROLYN 
in port. oddly human name for a ship.

August 1
real lightning storm. smoke coming from the ground. baby owl on fence. it looked at me 
and said “hoo” once, in a tiny voice.

August 9
4 osprey fly in large circles overhead with plaintiff cries to each other or their prey. 
pigeons in smaller, faster circles.

August 11
yesterday, an osprey sat for hours on the ropes of the MATAKANA ISLAND. pigeons sat 
about 5 ft away on either side.
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mud wasp is releasing her young from their pretty paper nest. near 100 degrees. heard tug 
driver thank the grain workers.

August 15
tugboat acting like a bored kid. at first, crammed up against the dock, perfectly still. 
then went out mid river and drifted.

August 21
LIBERTY from monrovia in port. mccormick spotted scuba divers jumping from boats in our 
bay. no markings, just gear. curious.

August 23
a new noise, like a high pitch buzz. looked outside to see a man flying a tiny orange, 
remote controlled airplane in the yard.

August 30
i sometimes hear screams coming from the river. they are screams of delight. caught in 
downpour today. sheltered under bridge.

September 3
just saw a house in the middle of river, man on roof, pushed by a little tug. the ship 
with the blue smokestack is leaving.

September 6
poet’s beach. sand colored praying mantis sat next to me on towel for our entire visit. 
5th time in the willamette.

September 7
sky, purplish blue, draining color. the kittens tear little pieces out of me when they 
go. bats are back, swooping in circles.

September 10
this cloudy morning, a preview of the white light that inevitably returns. there is a 
grey, plastic box anchored in the water.

September 11
remarkably windy day. needle thin, blue dragonfly takes a rest on the sweet peas. hops 
are bursting. wind whipping the trees.

September 15
VENTA just came in. nice delicate and strange insignia on blue smokestack. i see so many 
blue smokestacks. to match the sky?
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bee pollinates our boathouse sunflower after rain.

October 7
dusk ends another sunny, october summer day. MAGNOLIA ACE rolls silently into port 
under the watchful eye of old man heron.

October 18
on the west bank, where homeless sleep, some people walk a dog who wears a pink sweater. 
an army helicopter is circling above.

October 20
at sunset, they pulled the scuba diver up into the boat. i heard his breathing all day, 
like darth vader in a silver helmet.

October 23
welcome back, oregon weather. 2 ships in port. a blue BELL BAY and a gigantic FIRST 1. 
thunder startles the kittens awake.

October 25
high wind warning. wind is thrashing the world around a bit. 2 hawks this morning. 
1 tiny white feather drifted into my palm.

October 28
wet. yesterday, i serenaded 2 passing tugboats with fragmented version of danny boy on 
accordion. i like to think they slowed.

October 29
the ATLANTIC FAIRY just sailed silently into port. a good ship to take a 
picture of. #stevenfritz

November 5
ocean report: i keep accidentally looking at the seagull who is eviscerating 
a dead bird. grebe, i think. it has a bright red, hollow chest.

ocean report: host claims small boat on beach is debris from tsunami. 
also, that dead birds on beach are casualties of recent windstorm.

November 6
ocean report: in sunset clouds, i saw spirit of kohaku river in dragon form, stretching 
across the sky over the crashing waves #spiritedaway

November 8
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Earl Grey
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ocean report: i met the ghost of bob ross on beach. he pointed to a cape and told me an 
endangered butterfly lives there, then disappeared.

November 22
GOLD RIVER just smoothed into port. GLOBAL VENUS docked at the grain mill. starfish 
are melting. my heart is in a sieve.

November 28
achingly dismal. only a partial carpet of yellow leaves interrupts the crushing grey. 
the river rises up to meet me.

November 29
simultaneous viewing of hummingbird and heron. rare squirrel sighting - top of old dock 
pylon. sun pushes elbow through.

December 3
a gigantic ship (enormous yet tiny) slipped away in the night. no lights. no sound. as 
if to whisper “shh. i was never here”

December 10
yesterday, hawk in tree and loch ness monster (or log) in river. today, heavy rain and 
grimm shoot across the street.

December 15
2 black ships in port: CHIOS TRINITY and GLOBAL DAWN. i hope our hummingbird wasn’t 
blown away in the windstorm.

December 26
today, i looked at a heron. today, a heron looked at me. perched on the ropes of the 
ARMERIA. great blue heron preening.

December 31
JEWEL OF KURE came in with first morning light, followed by a flock of seagulls and 
glowing orange red. a halo of grain dust.

2015

January 6
a wolf moon reveals layers of time. fall upon winter upon spring. one kitten running 
becomes a different kitten. years unfurl.
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January 6
the city just disappeared into a cloud. i am not entirely convinced it’s still there.

January 7
who is blowing that horn?

January 12
sun. no ship. threw a bunch of yellow flowers into the river causing a large group of 
canadian geese to swim towards me.

January 12
visible sun dusk stirs up the birds. a hummingbird whizzes bye. a couple of seagulls 
swing past. one has cry like a horse.

January 22
200 ducks rise from the river after time drifting on the current. they make noises like 
old men laughing at hilarious jokes.

January 23
2 firetrucks and an ambulance wail into the courtyard of the grain castle. they are 
admitted by a guard with silver crutches.

January 29
the ship from hong kong visited for a short time yesterday. a skunk skittled across the 
lot at night. crackle clouds. mild.

February 6
expected, incessant and welcome rain. JIN RUI in port from hong kong, 
snuggled right up to the dock.

February 11
twin ships in port. GLOBAL ROUND and GLOBAL EFFORT. bright orange/red with matching 
smokestacks. black and red stripes.

February 18
crow dropping a nut in front of oncoming grain trucks. trucks smash it. 
cement guys on lunch break watching with big smiles.

CIELO DI MONACO in port. all the flowers are blooming. what will they do when spring 
comes? this weather is achingly sweet.
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February 21
SHIKOKU ISLAND having trouble with their ropes. called in a tug. tug guy yells ARE WE 
BUILDING A BRIDGE TONIGHT!? C’MON! #$%!

March 4
OCEAN QUARTZ came in to port last night while millions of tiny quartz sparkled in the 
sky. now, yellow tug, yellow sun.

March 10
long string of summer days in march. nice but spooky. crows dive bomb hawks. heron makes 
sudden turn and flies over boathouse.

March 12
my neighbors, the cormorants. due to be slaughtered by the us corps army engineers this 
spring.

March 13
COPACABANA in port. chalkboard grey with rust on stern. NORTH SEA sailed out last 
night. new leaves on greatly leaning tree.

March 18
the gigantic MAGDA P sailing into port, dragging its reflection through the murky water 
like an unwanted conjoined twin.

March 23
STAR CAPELLA in port. rain and clouds. the gremlin in my lungs is determined to stay. 
i cannot seem to wish him away.

April 1
guard at grain mill did “a little dance” while walking on lot. yesterday, hail and 
thunder, for a minute. also, helicopters.

April 9 
BUNUN ACE in port, making sounds like a dragon. (again). bamboo planted last year 
sprouting purple shoots. signs of life.

April 20
first drone sighting over river. odd. zak helped to i.d. it. woman in black feeding 
geese at grain mill. weather, pleasant.

lovely lola. boathouse foster #22. just returned to shelter after recovering from head 
cold.
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April 29
hoping the 2 ships in port: NEW DYNAMIC and CHAMPION BAY are a good omen and not just 
2 ships. an osprey draws circles in sky.

wish i had photographed the cat sitting in the bamboo planter, right underneath the bird 
feeder - like a sneaky cartoon cat.

May 2
5V saw an osprey with a fish in its claws fly over the boathouse just as i turned my head 
away. sunny. RISING SUN in port.

this morning, sea lion! right out in front of the boathouse! splashing around; head up, 
then tail, then gone down under water.

May 6
2 brown headed cowbirds at the feeder. they only lay eggs in the nest of other birds. 
tiny sociopaths. mixed sun and clouds.

May 12
staring gloomily at my shoes in the dark spring rain, last night. looked up to see a ship 
called GLORIOUS HOPE come into port.

May 13
the swallows are out, slicing air and making mincemeat of insects, very interested in the 
rusty anchor of the GLOBAL PEACE.

osprey now sitting on rope near the rusty anchor of the bright orange GLOBAL PEACE. 
swallows must make tasty morsels.

May 20
threw a branch of bamboo into river but the split tree caught it and holding it casually, 
waved it around in front of me.

earlier, tiny brown house pushed by tiny green one man tug. the cottonwood is snowing on 
us again. again and again. seasons.

June 9
airport report: JFK airport. 2 white swans, 1 in giant nest. airtrain goes over a strange 
body of water. ride from airport in PDX, a fox.

white plastic bag floats in river. is it the same one i saw fly in there so 
dramatically? that plastic bag was a drama queen.
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June 24
[GREAT MORNING] ships make promises.

June 30
either an aural hallucination or a full orchestra is playing in the park across the 
river. record high temperatures. etc. etc.

July 1
5v throws some peanuts to a crow. it flies away, bringing back 3 young who open their 
beaks to be fed on boathouse roof ledge.

July 2
blue and white helicopter flies over blue and white sailboat. porch thermometer says mid 
90s. one wonders.

July 5
startled local stray grey cat awake on the porch this morning. it ran to the end and 
jumped off. a long jump. hope it’s ok.

been filling a tray with water for the local birds. so sweet to see them drinking from 
it.

8 am and already hot. cleaned and refilled hummingbird feeder with fresh sugar water. 
they love it. now, there are 2 visiting.

July 6
skunk crosses lot to river followed by 6 babies! c. star and i gasp in amazement as each 
one emerges. bravo, nature. bravo.

July 12
just spotted a man swimming down the middle of our river accompanied by a yellow kayak. 
long swim. DAIWAN CHAMPION in port.

oh! there is a whole long line of swimmers, each accompanied by a kayak. i’ve seen this 
happen before. things are starting to repeat.

bird flew into my studio and ate a cracker off the floor, flew around, landed on 
different things. one messed up foot. chirp.

July 13
hummingbird just drank from feeder while i held it in my hand. truly remarkable 
experience. little bright eyes looking at me.
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July 16
earl (local grey feral cat) has been coming to the porch to stare at me from 5 feet away. 
we are taking it slow. he will hiss.

earl has green eyes.

July 17
earl and i made a break through this morning. he smelled my hand and let me pet him very 
gently, yelling at me the whole time.

blue and purple dusk. big pink looks especially pink tonight. earl tried to catch a 
dragon fly. we are back to just staring.

July 29
kudos to activists rappelling off st. johns bridge to protest the stupid, destructive 
arctic drill ship. #shellno

August 1
i didn’t report on last blue moon and didn’t report on this one. all the tall marigolds 
have bloomed. now the moon is yellow.

August 7
earl climbed up into the greatly leaning tree, stalking a small-ish hawk. the hawk 
watched him for a while and flew away.

August 12
a chunk of the perseid fell across the sky in front of the boathouse and splashed into 
the river where it now lies glowing.

August 13
a thin veil of clouds obscures the falling stars tonight but at least 4 bats are doing 
modern dance out front to comfort me.

i was wrong about the marigolds. they were really lilies. i knew they were lilies before 
but forgot.

August 22
pacific northwest report: our forests are burning. it is hot. it is sad. the city is 
filled with smoke. thinking about firefighters.

August 25
while watching an osprey feast on top of a telephone pole, something small and light 
flutters to my feet; a bloody fish scale.
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September 11
photograph of heron on boathouse roof. sent by 5V, junior reporter in the field. KIWI 
TRADER in port.

September 18
if you live in portland and like our big trees, write a note to help protect them. time 
sensitive. thanks.

September 21
earl the grey river cat, once thought to be feral, is discovered to be an abandoned 
house cat named cole. his fear of me gone.

ATLANTIC TRAMP in port. on igloo side, they seem to be installing 2 fresh new poles 
into the dock. they shine, newly skinned.

September (?)
ATLANTIC TRAMP just sailed off. the sun’s heat still twists around september, though it 
is the time of goose cries overhead.

September 28
TRANS FRIENDSHIP 1 leaving port. one legged dock worker told danny that the next ship 
will be the second to last for the year.

last night, darkness chewed the face off the moon. then, slowly, it spit it back out 
like a bright, white gumball.

September 29
sea boat spotted by reporter in the field, matt M. very, very loud, it fills the whole 
world with sound. imagine underwater.

correction!! it was a sea airplane! an airplane on the river, seeming to try to take 
off. repeat: airplane on the river!

September 30
a man got out of the seaplane as it drifted and climbed on top. it reminded me of a car 
drifting once down a long island road.

October 1
on the overpass, a crow nibbles at a destroyed pigeon. the ships are close in, looming.
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October 13
fall started, then abruptly changed its mind and turned back into summer. repair barge 
parked out front of centennial mills.

October 15
OAK HARBOUR in port. perfect streaks of pink on a bright, fading blue reflect on even 
the new pearl skyscrapers. sliver moon.

October 21
they are taking down the centennial mills building. orange ribbons surround it and a long 
floating crane reaches in and tears.

November 9
CORAL EMERALD made a full circle in the river before settling into port, almost 
touching the edges. the cold is approaching.

December 15
river is still brimming with river. lots of flotsam, trees jammed up against side of the 
blue ship, its name painted over.

the recent storms divested the greatly leaning tree of its gold. giant ship in port, the 
BLACK EAGLE, seems to tower above us.

the g.l. tree looks like someone who has discarded a yellow sweater on the ground, 
preferring to stand naked beside it.

December 17
there are raindrops inside raindrops inside raindrops. plucky christmas ships parade in 
spite of the weather. firetruck. hat.

December 26
december rainfall records broken. river is high, swollen as a tadpole’s belly... about 10 
feet from banking here at boathouse.

December 27
snowing on river street. hummingbird active at the feeder. 2 ships in port.
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Old Man Heron on the dock - through binoculars.

Facing page: Yellow tugboat collaborative timelapse diptych. 
Note the growth of the Pearl District on the opposite (West) bank.

Upper photo by Matt McCormick . 2002
Lower photo by Melody Owen . 2015 
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2016

January 2
flock of sunny days has left me cold on my skin but warm in my eyes. GLOBAL EXPLORER in 
port. trees hold views in their limbs.

January 3
real snow falling now... and sticking. earl grey seems puzzled by it.

i decided to be @thistlepress again. i missed being that.

flock of teeny, tiny birds passed by and stopped briefly in thorn alley. so cute, they 
make my teeth hurt. snow on everything.

January 18
GLOBAL ROUND in port. rain and night and rain. some small animal stole and tore apart 
the bird feeder with the suet in it.

January 23
PACIFIC LOGGER in port. 2 hawks in the split tree this morning. earl grey moody and 
muttering a lot lately.

February 1
earl grey, the river cat, just sat on half my lap and gazed up at me while i played la 
dolce vita on my accordion. #amazingcat

February 2
sometimes tugboats look like birthday cakes.

February 6
yesterday, all the ducks lined themselves up in a row. then, it rained. the sun is 
flirting now, but could change its mind.

February 13
it’s pouring rain and cadmium grows in our moss. a ship in port, looming. the rain draws 
a curtain around us.

February 17
ATLANTIC DREAM in port with what appears to be giant rewind button on its smokestack. 
warm profusion of rain. purple flowers.
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February 19
Earl Grey just came in from the pouring rain, soaking wet and yelling like Leonard Cohen.

February 24
SEAL ISLAND and NEW HISTORY in port. SUN HARVEST passed by in the darkness last night. 
it was going to a different port.

when earl of grey recognizes me outside, he frolics. yelling at me and then suddenly, 
running around. wish i could speak cat.

February 27
been hanging out by the bird feeder lately and noticed one bird has a bump on its head. 
like it got bit. i’m calling it bumpy.

February 28
our windows are coated in cement and grain dust, with a soupçon of cadmium and chromium. 
who knows, perhaps a dash of mercury.

March 1
not seeing many cormorants of late. good thing the army corps engineers killed thousands 
to “save” salmon. #imbeingsarcastic

March 3
centennial mills slowly demolished by various sized cranes that look something like a 
family of crazed, mechanical giraffes.

March 10
proof that we exist. #stillnotsure

March 16
i just realized i am ri·par·i·an.

March 18
GREAT PIONEER from hong kong in port. really big bumblebee stopped to take a break on 
porch, seemed tired or something.

March 27
the giant metal giraffes tore the top off the centennial mills building when i wasn’t 
looking. sun and cold cloud mix.

March 28
the clouds are scrubbing the sparkles out of the water as they pass, like giant erasers. 
don’t worry. they always come back.
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March 29
TIWAI POINT in port. sun is gushing. prehistoric plant at foot of stairs is blooming 
light green and trees are greening too.

March 30
today, giraffes decimated rusty, giant centennial mills building. we now have clear view 
of metal and glass towers instead.

a tiny ant just bit the inside of my elbow. it really stung.

March 31
sudden hot days provoke insects to life and bloom flowers. wasps skirt along the edges. 72 
degrees. brightness.

April 3
unusual barge. 2 men in yellow watch our bank go by.

April 3
hawk carrying fish flew over ship in port. deliciously overcast. 3 small male birds fight 
over 1 small female bird on porch.

April 7
yesterday morning, we spotted DARPA’s “Autonomous, Submarine-Hunting Ocean Drone” out on 
the river. that’s a new one on me.

April 8
DIAMOND HARBOUR in port. I made eye contact with a heron... I think. temps in the 80s 
(reliable sources say).

April 9
Earl Grey got bit on his stomach. there is a mouse sized lump there. unless it drains by 
tuesday, he will have an operation.

April 11
(unreported) beacon light on tallest new high rise across the river was lit. 200 or so 
ducks floated in “puddles” out front.

April 15
i believe i heard people frolicking in the rain the other night. mourning dove is hanging 
around. in past years, there were 2.
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April 17
at dusk, the AMERICAN EMPRESS, a giant 4 story “paddlewheel” luxury cruise ship, turned 
a full circle in the river out front.

April 20
storm coming. lightning scrunched up inside the swirling clouds. now, darker and another 
flash. goslings spotted yesterday.

April 24
GLOBAL WISDOM in port again. wonder if the world is any wiser than the last time it was 
here. wonder if i am. flash downpour.

April 28
the trees are in full dragon mode. i saw some roses today, i wanted to eat. overcast. 
train cars clang against each other.

May 9
goslings spotted floating out near the PORT PEGASUS. hope earl grey isn’t 
eating them. snow tree season.

ocean report: orcas sighted frolicking just offshore at dusk. also, hundreds of birds 
circling rocky outcrops. pink and grey sand sunset.

May 15
LUZON STRAIT in port. 30 years ago, i bummed a cigarette from Katherine Dunn. 
it’s raining.

May 16
neighbor planted giant blooming poppies on toxic hill. many clouds of late. stolen 
shopping carts too, overflowing with need.

June 4
DAIWAN CHAMPION in port. crew had trouble pulling ropes over anchors. 
tugboat had to help. sun set to burn hot from the core.

June 7
clouds roll in after heat wave. sweet honeybee died yesterday against our 
windowsill. ants took her body away in the night.

June 9
amidst enormous grey fleet week ships, a small boat with the words “veterans for peace” 
and a peace sign on its red sails.
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River Street Neighborhood in the snow.
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June 11
this river is like a pin in my heart. it will be hard to move from this spot.

June 13
if these giant battleships were built for peace and care, but with all the same honor, 
glory, glamor and money we give to war.

June 20
fremont bridge closed top lanes yesterday as man threatened suicide jump. coast guard 
boats circled with blue lights flashing.

clouds shaped like wolves pass in front of a moon full of honey.

June 27
the air smells sweet and wet after the rains. a train rolls by, looking and sounding 
like the crunchy part of a dream.

July 1
very warm. (cold). HAINAN ISLAND in port and very loud. someone put a wood chair in the 
branches of the greatly leaning tree.

July 4
ATLANTIC DREAM in port. caught a paper wasp in a jar and released it outside

July 5
earl grey did not care for the fireworks and said so in a low murmur.

July 11
matt saw a pigeon fall from the sky against the boathouse. i saw a flock of pelicans 
very high up. my hair is turning silver.

just encountered a giant, shirtless man reading our mail on the front steps. he wandered 
down from mental ward up the street.

July 15
PORT ALICE and ANNA SMILE in port. hawk on matt’s car lifted one claw and looked at 
it. there until its yellow eye spotted me.

July 26
another hot day left a another purple bruise on the sky, then a crisp cool blue. 
silhouette an of osprey on a telephone pole.
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July 28
matt spotted a giant beaver by the split tree in the middle of night. PORT ALFRED in 
port. kittens are adorable but a handful.

August 1
clouds feel like old oregon this morning. i saw 7 white birds with long wingspans up 
in the sky. not too low. not too high.

August 2
GALLEON and INCE POINT in port. seems like they left a letter off.

August 6
sun. heat. happy/sorrow. HANJIN HADONG in port, so big and tall that stars cluster 
around its smokestacks at night.

August 13
a spider bit my left hand. an osprey feeds while perched on the ropes of the INCE POINT. 
the sun is close. high pitched whine.

August 14
i have been anchored for so long, i forgot how it feels to move. barnacles scrape off in 
the process of separation. it’s nice.

September 1
sitting on the concrete floor of my empty studio. speechless as i ready to set sail. 
that’s all folks. x
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Rivers are important. Practically everything worth thinking about has happened near a river. I was 
born next to a river. I have lived my whole adult life next to a river. Every day I go and look at 
my river. I am not the only person who does this. Many people do. Here is a book of one person’s 
observations of her river. Everybody should make a book like this, but they won’t. But this person 
did. Look at her book. Then, possibly, go and look at your river.
~ Daniel Manus Pinkwater

Melody Owen is Portland’s spy on the Willamette River, reporting on the comings and goings 
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in all its quotidian glory.
~ Joe Sacco

When away from Portland, Melody’s ‘River Reports’ are a sure remedy to cure the home-sick blues.  
She combines an artistic eye with a witty character to form poignant little observations that 
remind us that beauty and intrigue can be found in any nook or cranny.
~ Matt McCormick
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